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➢ Many biological datasets have
been created from normal and
tumor tissue samples.
➢ Some studies use one type of
dataset.
• However, each data type
impacts the body differently.
➢ Thus, other studies integrate data
types by preselecting important
data and combining them.
• The combined data is reliant
on preselection → important
information could be lost.

Breast cancer tumor dataset from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
➢ Data types for integration
(numbers correspond with the
datasets in Fig. 3):
1. Gene expression
2. microRNA expression
3. DNA methylation
4. Copy number variation (CNV):
the number of times a DNA
section is repeated
5. Somatic mutation

➢ The main intrinsic breast
cancer subtypes:
• Luminal A
• Luminal B
• Basal-like
• HER2-enriched
• Normal-like
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We want to develop a method that predicts cancer subtype
by combining multiple data types
without losing important information.
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Terms

genes

➢ The second leading cause of
death in the US
➢ Heterogeneous
• The subtype a cancer patient
has is essential for accurate
diagnosis & prognosis.
➢ Caused by genetic & epigenetic
changes
• There is a lack of reliable
biomarkers, (traits that
indicate a certain biological
state), for cancer diagnostic &
prognostic purposes [1].

Methods
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Gene-centric data

2 Filtering

1. Preprocessing:
• Get common samples from all data types
• Normalize gene expression & microRNA expression data
• Convert DNA methylation and CNV data to gene-centric data
2. Filtering:
• Feature selection → significant genes as biomarkers
• Dimensionality reduction → reduce number of features
3. Integration & Subtype Prediction:
• Combine the data types together
• Build classification model that predicts breast cancer subtype
of the sample
4. Clustering:
• Cluster the samples to potentially find new breast cancer
subtypes

Conclusion
➢ We have completed the first step, preprocessing, and are now
working on the remaining steps.
➢ Next steps:
➢ Determine what the features should be (keep genes as
features or use something else as features)
➢ Determine how to combine the data types together
➢ Determine how to classify the subtype of each sample
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microRNA is a non-coding
RNA involved in regulation
of gene expression:
➢ if microRNA binds to
mRNA in almost perfect
match → protein
synthesis is blocked
➢ if microRNA binds to
mRNA in perfect match
→ mRNA is degraded
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Figure 1. The mechanism of microRNA [2]
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DNA methylation
A methyl (CH3) group is
added to DNA
↓
DNA is packed tightly
together so nothing
can bind to it
↓
The genes are not
expressed
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Figure 2. Effect of DNA methylation [3]
Figure 3. Diagram of method outline.
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